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: AN EMPOWERMENT GUIDE

STEPS TO SUCCESS

Lauren's first book Steps to Success : An Empowerment Guide hit
the Amazon website September, 2014. This powerful guide takes
tween and teen girls on a journey to confidence & empowerment.
Growing up in today's media driven society puts many pressures on
young girls as they are discovering themselves. Making good
decisions as well as maintaining positive morals and values can be a
challenge as they are tugged in many directions from media such as
television, media print, and celebrities. Lauren gives young girls a
guide to live by as they grow into young adults.
The proceeds from Steps to Success are put directly back into the
GIRL TALK program for Girls Above Society.

"EVERY TIME A GIRL COMES TO ME AND
TELLS ME I HAVE MADE A POSITIVE
DIFFERENCE IN HER LIFE AND THAT SHE
IS MORE CONFIDENT I FIND THAT
ALTHOUGH I SET OUT TO EMPOWER
HER, SHE EMPOWER ME AS WELL."
- LAUREN GALLEY GIRLS EMPOWERING EACH OTHER

HOUSTON FAMILY MAGAZINE
2014 Marks a year of expansion for Girls Above Society.
GIRL TALK'S are seeing a 20% increase from 2013 and #BeThatGirl Series continues to impact
girls globally.
The CEO of Houston Family Magazine, a monthly magazine in Houston, Texas with a distribution
of over 60,000 and an online impact of over 1.1 million visitors per month offered Lauren her very
own column titled TEEN TAKE. This column inspires girls to raise the level of confidence and
exude their Girl Power in a positive way, enabling girls to become leaders of the community.
Lauren share her thoughts and leadership covering topics such as friendships, bullying, selfimage,
confidence, leadership and fitting in.
Lauren's goal for 2015...Increasing her column in HFM from 1 to 2.

LAUREN GALLEY
Official Ambassador 2014
Proctor and Gamble named Lauren an
official ambassador for their Mean Stinks
AntiBullying Campaign.
Lauren was featured in the October issue
of Teen Vogue highlighting her mission to
end the girl on girl drama for good.
P&G launched an exclusive Secret
Deodorant product that included the
Means Stinks packaging in Target Stores
Nationwide.
Lauren will use this platform to bring
empowerment and kindness to girls
across the U.S.

#TextMe: The Elimination of Human Interaction
Lauren received an invitation to deliver her first TEDx Talk from Lone Star Community
College in Tomball, Texas. Lauren's TEDx Talk gives relevant insight on how
technology is affecting facetoface communication within the Millennial Generation.
Click the icon below and experience #TextMe.

